
How and why I sailed the Contender Worlds at Kiel, Germany in 
1977. 

In 1976, the previous year, the USA Contender class hosted the 
Worlds at my home club, Palo Alto. The hosts were essentially, 
Jim Anderson, my wife Gail, the members of the Palo Alto Yacht 
Club and I. Jim, Gail and I had never been to a Contender 
Worlds and had no certain idea what we were doing nor what we 
should be doing. After it was all over, Gail and I decided that we 
should attend the 1977 Worlds to learn how a Worlds should be 
conducted. 

Accordingly, I made arrangements to buy a bare Rondar hull 
with foils, spars, sail, and foils with help from International Sec-
retary Mike Beggs and fit it out myself and then sail it at the 
1977 Europeans in Medemblik and the 1977 Worlds at Kiel.  
The mast, boom, and sail were supplied by David Pitman, reign-
ing World Champion. Mike picked up the bits at the factory, 
arranged for his parents to host the boat and me at their home in 
Bournemouth while I fitted out the boat in three days.  

Then Mike, his wife, Gail, and I trailered his boat Slick Chick 
and USA-77 to Medemblik to sail the European Championships.  

I've not yet found my write-up for events at Medemblik but have 
done so for Kiel. 

Briefly, the Europeans at Medemblik, Netherlands was an eye 
opener. I’d never sailed overseas. I’d never prepared a boat for 
the Europeans (or Worlds). My new hull had not been measured 



or weighed. The sail had not been measured. The numbers were 
not applied. The battens were too short. 

The boat came in 2 Kg too light and I was required to go find 2 
Kg of lead in Medemblik. When searching the town for lead, I 
discovered that the word lead in Dutch is pronounced rhyming 
with leed. I located some scrap lead sheathing at an electrical 
supplier. 

The boat was slippery despite the molded in non-skid. I added 
some non-skid which required some epoxy. It was very difficult 
to prepare and apply epoxy when it is raining. It seemed to rain 
every day and night. 

During one of the races, I deeply gashed my left wrist but no 
veins or arteries were damaged and the wound did not bleed. As 
I wandered through the campground holding a rag around my 
wrist, Doris Lister spotted me and asked “Do you need a sticky 
plaster?” I’d never heard the term before but answered yes. She 
worked very expertly on my wrist using butterfly bandages to 
close the wound and applied a waterproof seal over it so that I 
might sail the next day. I exclaimed “Gee, you are really good, 
are you a nurse?” Her reply was “No, I’m a doctor”. I’ve never 
forgotten that exchange but when I reminded her about it in 
2000 again at Medemblik, she had completely forgotten. 

In another race, I tacked with the vang on hard. As I tried to go 
out on the wire on the new tack, I realized that the mast had bent 
somewhat forward and to one side. I stopped, pulled the sail 
down and was towed to the harbor where I got assistance 



straightening the mast so that it was pretty much as straight as 
new. This mast was going to bend again at Kiel. 

After a different race, as I sailed ashore with other sailors, I had 
my hand lightly on the shroud. Cloud to cloud lightning jumped 
overhead and I got a significant shock on my hand but was not 
injured. None of the other sailors had had their hands on shrouds 
and had not felt a thing.  

At the Europeans, my racing results were well back in the fleet 
but 18 year old Paul Wells from Seabrook, TX was doing very 
well in the boat he had shipped from Texas. He did so well that 
he finished first at the Europeans but because he was not a Eu-
ropean, he did not receive the first place trophy. 

After the Europeans were completed, most of the sailors, Mike 
Beggs and his wife, my wife Gail, and I loaded up our boats and 
drove north to Kiel, Germany for the World Championships. 

I have not yet discovered the write ups that I did of the Euro-
peans so for the time being I am just publishing the write ups I 
did for the Worlds at Kiel. 

My purpose to motivate and educate other North American 
sailors in hopes that they might also start racing Contenders in-
ternationally.  



KIEL WORLDS lst RACE 

Winds l2-15 knots. Large mixed pattern seas. The line is perfect 
with respect to the wind(7O°) but the windward mark is at 55°. 
My start is pretty good. One boat goes over me. I can see Paul 
Wells in the lead so I follow his tacks. However,I arrive at the 
weather mark in lots of traffic. I duck under two sterns on port 
tack be- fore I can tack to starboard. 

On the reach, Mike Hartley is close behind. The reach turns into 
a run. Then I ooch way forward on a wave and shoot ahead of 
Mike again. I sail by the lee down to the mark, gybe just behind 
a big cluster of boats. 

On the second reach, I try to drop to leeward of the crowd rather 
than driving over to weather and can't get through the wind 
shadow. But just to leeward of me, Gary Cameron is driving 
ahead just fine. Good on him. 

We hear several cannon shots from the committee boat as we 
approach the leeward mark and can see the abandon race signal. 
Fine, I was about 20-25th and would like to do better. However, 
Paul was in the lead. Shucks for him. 

we wait an interminably long time for the 2nd start which in 
these winds is a little hard on the sail. Later we find out that the 
gybe mark anchor fell off and the windward mark had dragged 
its anchor. Maybe thats why my compass reading to the weather 
mark at the start was off. 



The next start is a disaster-15° bias toward the pin and the crowd 
is horrendous. Two poor Germans can't lay the pin and tack to 
port in front of me. I shout “starboard" loudly 3 times and finally 
the one in my way starts tacking back with little way on. I 
swerve to avoid and make light contact with his side against my 
port side and lose some speed. I'm so worried about clearing the 
pin I forget to shout"protest". Later I also notice that I lack a 
protest flag. Where is it? 

with the dirty air from boats to weather plus the loss of momen-
tum from the scrape off the German I barely clear pin. I don't 
dare look but no one else protests. 

There are boats all over me now to weather and I can't tack be-
cause most of the fleet is behind me still trying to cross that mis-
erable line. So I crack the sheet and foot very fast and low trying 
to find clear air ahead. After two minutes, I've got clear air but 
am lowest boat on starboard and lots of fleet to weather and be-
hind. I trim just enough to make good speed to weather but con-
tinue sailing low and fast. 

As I near the rhumb line, there's 5 boats to weather: Emillio 
(I111), Ken Crone (KAIOE) and one more. I tack when Ken 
does and Emillio continues on. I've still got clear air and a look 
around shows I'm doing relatively well. Pitman is in the lead, 
Mark Baker, Jeff Whitfield, and Richard Gladwell look like the 
leaders. I decide that if I can see the leaders I'm doing well for 
me. 



Ken sails higher and slower than me so soon I have the choice of 
sailing his windshadow or tacking or pinching more than I think 
my boat likes. I elect to take my lumps as we are already far out 
to port. I crack off and sail through to clear air. Doesn't take 
long. Then I see the mark just ahead. We're right on the rhumb 
line. Soon I'm ahead and to leeward of Ken but sailing as fast 
and now higher. I try to get ahead of him but he cracks off and 
sails back onto my wind. 

Mark Baker comes across and tacks well ahead and pinches 
above the rhumb line. I sail into his wind shadow as we near the 
mark. 

The traffic at the mark isn't so bad even with the dirty air and I 
tack easily onto starboard. Paul is two boats in front of me and 
he pumps rapidly onto a reach pulling away. I am slower but get 
going OK. I'm about 1O to 12th but to busy to count. I manage 
to hold my position to the gybe mark. 

On the second reach is more of the same. No one passes me and 
I can't pass anyone. 

On the second beat, Rob Drury, Ken McCarthy, and Ken Crone 
are all near me. Rob is big and quite fast so I follow him for a 
sailing lesson. When I drive to match his speed, I sag to leeward. 
when I point to parallel his course, I drop back slowly. No big 
difference. Just a yard here and a yard there. He's faster and I 
can't find speed to match him. 



The waves are big and I work the tiller some and the sheet more 
to keep from stalling. 

Off to leeward I can see Peter Hepple. As the wind shifts slightly 
I get ahead of him, fall back, gain. Finally I get lifted enough to 
stay well ahead. I'm really too busy sailing to worry about the 
compass. There has been a favorable shift. I round the weather 
mark about 8 or 9th. 

On the run, Keith Paul(Kl9l) sails through my lee as pretty as 
you please. He's small and light and very fast off the wind. But 
he s also fast upwind. I notice that on the run he sits well aft in 
the cockpit. It doesn't work for me-never did. 

Paul wells passes me just at the leeward mark. I start to follow 
him upwind but Ken McCarthy comes across on starboard and I 
tack to avoid taking his stern. Half way up, Ken has sailed over 
me so I go back to follow Paul. The wind drops off and Paul and 
I have to hike instead of trapeze. 

My trapeze adjuster slips down to the knot repeatedly and I'm 
stuck at the bottom of it's range. Into the hiking straps. I ease the 
outhaul, downhaul and Vang and trim the sheet and can go back 
out on the wire. 

The wind picks back up but it's shifted to port. Peter Heppel 
comes into the weather mark ahead of me. 

On the lst reach, I hold my own. On the 2nd reach Peter New-
lands and Joachim (Chappie) HarpHarpprechtrecht almost sail 



over me. I sail up hard and discourage them. Then we all pump 
and ooch to the leeward mark. My shadow prevents them from 
passing me. 

At the leeward mark, I catch a wave and round slightly ahead. 
Peter drives through my lee, Chappie tacks away. I follow Peter 
and can't match his speed or pointing. Together, we sail all the 
way to the finish line. We finish 12th and 13. Chappie dropped 
to 17th. 



KIEL WORLDS 2nd RACE 

Winds up 15 to 18 knots. Speed out to the start. Out lashing on, 
the traveler so I can get more leech tension upwind. Boat seems 
faster. I check in and check wind. Then I sit down and relax. I 
notice the cockpit floor is underwater! Look over stern for drain 
plugs and inspection port cover is gone. Water is pouring in. I 
move a cover from forward. I shout to the race committee for a 
pump and some grey tape. No tape, no pump. 

Dennis Ellis suggests that I beach the boat % mile to leeward 
and drain the boat. Off I go. Boat submarines madly offwind. I 
spot a family on the beach and sail toward them. Pull up the 
board to beach and boat lurches wildly. 

I ask the man to help me "Können Sie mir hilfen?" He speaks no 
English. We drain the boat rapidly, put in the bungs and cover. I 
back out through the surf. The 5 minute gun goes as I get under- 
way. Sail madly back out hear the starting gun long before I 
have returned. I'm 5-6 minutes late for the start but sail anyway. 

The fleet spreads so much that if I can keep the boat dry I might 
still finish in the middle of the fleet. But lots of waves break 
over the bow and drip into the open inspection port. Neverthe-
less, I arrive at the weather mark ahead of 4-5 boats. 

Eagerly, I take off on the reach but the boat is a stone. It won't 
stay up on waves. 



On the second reach, I'm really slow. Johan Vandemerwe 
(SA64), Donald Blatt (S5) and Allen Mollat (K238) all leave me 
behind. I check the inspection port in the cockpit and can see 
lots of water sloshing inside. 

On the second beat, I sail part way up and then decide to pull the 
drain plugs. Keep weight well aft to keep the bow above waves 
and let water drain out of drains. I have good speed upwind. 
Wind goes light so I put bungs back in, increase draft in sail, 
struggle with nonadjustable trapeze hand1e(rope slips). Boat 
pounds in waves. 

Wind returns. Back out on trapeze. Pull bungs again. Round 
weather mark with some boats still around. Run down is un-
eventful. No one within 2OO yard ahead or astern. Hit leeward 
mark. Dummy. Re-round. 

Stake boat signals 1O with hand scrawled O to right. Assume 
new mark is at lOO. Charge upwind fast and am closer to others 
at the top. Boat is probably emptying somewhat. 

Reach the top mark and head off on last two reaches. I still can't 
coast far on waves so I must still have water. On the last beat I 
take off, sail hard and let the bow into waves as there's no reach 
to follow. With wind shifts and hard sailing I can see some boats 
close ahead. Good speed, I pass 5- Mollat, Blatt and Kurz. Fin-
ish 45rd. Beat five finishers. 



On the reach in to the harbor I pump hard and one boat not 
pumping passes me. Gybe near the harbor and capsize. First 
time today fortunately. 

The race is protested by 3 boats for various irregularities. Jury 
throws race out. Paul had won it. Shucks again. 
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KIEL WORLDS 2nd RACE - resail 

Wind 12- l5 at the start. I get buried at the start but recall 
sounds. 2nd start I go to the pin end as it appears favored. The 
one minute rule has scared people off. My start is excellent and 
Pitman is behind me. I'm sailing very fast and can see all the 
leading boats. I have clear air and can sail anyplace, high or low 
as long as its starboard. 

Finally enough boats have tacked that I decide to go. The reach 
mark is in sight so I must be near the rhumb line. I duck several 
sterns including Mike Hartley and cross David Pitman. I find out 
later that Pitman had fouled at the start and has done a 720.  

Soon I notice Mike Beggs ahead sailing low and fast. Then I see 
the mark. Its a reach. As various skippers wake up they reach off 
and gain speed. I'm near Mike Beggs, Geoff Whitfield, Robbie 
Hawthorne Peter Heppel. Robbie falls in near the mark and I sail 
carefully over him. 

The wind is way up and we are planing very fast to the weather 
mark. The closing rates with the remaining starboard tackers 
were immense. Caution built up as fear of a misjudgment which 
could cause a dangerous collision grew. I gave right-of-way 
boats a wide berth. 

At the mark I‘m perhaps 6th and love it. Because of the header 
on starboard, the reach is close and hairy. Several boats capsize 



including Peter Heppel. I free my vang some to keep the boom 
from digging in. In these waves it would be too easy to capsize 
with the vang tight. It costs me one place but I'm not sweating it. 

I gybe OK and pass one or two unfortunates. The second reach 
has become a nice easy run. Ahead is still Mike Beggs despite a 
capsize at the gybe mark. He's sailing Tony Smith's boat which 
is fast but very slippery. 

At the leeward mark I'm in good shape still in the first 10 but 
seem to sail a little lower . When I see Pitman coming I flip to 
starboard to cover him. But he's going too fast and gets away. 
Wow, I stayed ahead for 3 legs though. 

I decide to try to go faster and give the outhaul a tug for a flatter 
foot. Kapow It breaks and I get the fullest sail around - in 20 
knots no less. Then I tack back from port to starboard and the 
mast bends some. Sheeeeeeet. 

I lowered the sail and tied off the outhaul. A rescue boat comes 
over but I wave them off and raise the sail again and set off on 
port with lots of vang trying to re-straighten the mast. The sail is 
very full but if everything holds I'll still get a useful finish. I’m 
back in the 20's. I sail well past the rhumb line and tack. The 
mast bends a lot more. Disgusted, I grab the trapeze handle and 
pull 
down the rig. The mast achieves a nice non-straighten-able kink. 
Three bends from one mast is too much. 



I start straightening gear and another rescue boat shows up. I 
take a line and secure it to the bow. Just the way I started the day 
- being towed. A great potential finish thrown away with gear 
failure. 

The rescue boat starts toward the harbor and then turns around. I 
steer for a while but I don't like the sail trailing overboard. I 
work forward and take the lowers off. Secure a life jacket 
around the mast butt to protect the deck. Fortunately no one on 
the rescue boat protests. 

The rescue boat starts driving all around but not back to Kiel. I 
need to get ashore as a second race is scheduled today. Fighting 
seasickness, I take the sail part way down until it jambs. Then I 
crawl out over the stern to disconnect the shackle. Then the sail 
comes reluctantly the rest of the way down. The headboard 
doesn't want to travel around the bend but finally it is persuaded. 

I strip the mast quite far and secure the spreaders from doing 
damage. Finally the rescue boat heads in. I'm all secure and we 
charge in at about 8 knots. we surf some swells in the shallow 
water as we get into Kiel. Almost plane into my displacement 
tow boat. 

Paul Wells meets me at the hard and offers the use of his very 
strong beta minus for the second race. Fortunately there is to be 
a two hour delay before the 2nd race. 

Paul and Dan Wells and I work frantically to match his mast to 
my hull. We make it though the outhaul still has my mid-race 



repair on it. Also the trapeze wires from Paul's mast have been 
cut and we substitute the wires from my own mast. His attach-
ment point is 9 inches lower which means that I can only sail in 
one trapeze position~very low. So what, I'm sailing again. 
Thanks to Paul and Dan. 



KIEL WORLDS 5th RACE 

Thanks to Paul and Dan, I make the second race of the day. The 
wind is way up and not all boats leave the harbor. 

Beforehand I have time to blaze up and down the starting line 
terrorizing further the 30 or so skippers who've survived the first 
race of the day and want to race again. The mast I've borrowed 
from Paul is a Beta minus which is as close to indestructible as I 
know. The mast holds fine and the race is on. 

My start is poor but safe. Richard Gladwell slows down in front 
of me and I sail through. He's usually so fast. Maybe the Beta 
minus is the solution. (I learn later that he's sailed into a great 
foam cushion which draped itself over his board and later on 
around his rudder) 

Sailing low and extremely fast, I work out to the port rhumb 
line, flop, duck a few sterns and go the mark. I'm perhaps 10th at 
the top mark. Fearing a capsize in the shallow area D that we're 
now sailing on that I free off the vang and concentrate on com-
pleting this race. I’m a trifle slow on the reach but pass two cap-
sized less 
conservative helms. The wind is honking about 30 to 35 and 
survival has its racing value. intently, I watch the excitement at 
the gybe mark ahead. Many survive the gybe only to capsize 100 
yards later. A few tack about and I join them. 



My trapeze handles and Buxton pisser cleat have allowed me to 
tack very fast and safely all day so why risk it. Sure enough- I 
pass another capsize as I square off- 
Oh No! It's Paul Wells. I learn later he's bent his Alpha in the 
process and retired. 

Rounding the leeward mark I can't drag the boom in far. I take 
off sailing incredibly low and also incredibly fast. I sail through 
many boats to leeward but on tacking later, find I've got as good 
speed made good. On the tack to Starboard, I slow down, tug the 
mainsheet in with my toe and can sail higher and slower. Gary 
Cameron tacks to leeward but sags rapidly to leeward without 
having any compensating speed. Jim Mackonikie tacks on my 
wind and I slowly sag. 

As we near the top mark for the second triangle(shortened 
course) I must tack again to port. I must take the Austrian’s stern 
as I go back across but tack again safely. I'm still about 8th to 
10th at the top mark.  



KIEL WORLDS 4th RACE 

If you are confused about the order in which you find these 
pages it is no wonder. The official second race was sailed before 
the fifth race and the official fourth race was the last race sailed. 
Got it? 

The next morning after the pig dinner I scrambled up early and 
removed Paul's Beta minus from my boat and put up the 
Noodlespar. It goes together with several problems. The worst is 
that my trapeze handles are too long for the wires. Mike doesn't 
want the wires cut understandably so I finally "liberate" the 
short trapeze rings from a Tornado. (later I met the owner who 
wasn't at all perturbed and I left a couple of shackles on the rings 
as rental payment) 

Aside from the handicap I feel from the lack of trapeze handles 
I'm ready again! Christ! What a boat building contest! 

Last race. I'm some how lying 13th with throwout and the wind 
is honking again. I can't stand another DNF today or I'll drop 
very far-into the 20's. Survive today and I throwout a DNF. Con-
servative sailing is the plan. Keep the spar out of the mud and 
don't break anything. 

The seas are enormous but angled to the wind so they pound you 
on starboard and are easy on port. My start isn't very good but 
there's no need to be first except for the moral victory. 



The starboard end of the line must be favored as I'm pretty far 
down when I want to tack. Yesterday, I was ahead of more of the 
fleet and saw more holes to port tack through. So I sail out fairly 
near the rhumb line and flop. Take a few sterns and stay out of 
trouble. The closing rates are still enormous and I leave 2-3 feet 
instead of 6 inches behind the starboards. That's scary enough. 

The weather mark shows me a little further back today and the 
wind seems moderately lighter— 18-20 knots though the seas 
are just as big. 

I trapeze on the close reach and can prevent pounding by judi-
cious steering. I free the vang on the reach though in order to 
prevent digging the boom in and auguring in. At the gybe mark I 
get up my courage and gybe successfully and then scold myself 
for the rash action. I must finish this race. There's only 30 boats 
still sailing and a DNF costs 56 boats. The bow is still burying a 
lot on the run. 

The bow is still burying a lot on the run. Ahead I see Mike Beg-
gs covered by Colin Howe. Mike luffs near the leeward mark 
and catches Colin. Mike capsizes. Colin sails on a few yards and 
starts to do his 720! It is a wild 720 and as Mike just rights and 
clambers back in, there's Colin right in front of him-upside now 
from the 720 attempt. Mikes boat and boom bounce off Colin's 
hull as Mike gets going. Colin gets sorted out as I sail by. 

I'm still fairly far back as I round the leeward mark- perhaps 14-
15th. On the beat to the finish, I'm close to several boats but 
sagging. I go very fast but the wrong direction. I tack and pull 



the mainsheet to a better centered position. I go to weather as 
fast as I can. I'm gaining now on the boats around me- but 
they’re to weather and may be laying the mark. I near the mark 
and must tack. Without the trapeze handles each tack is very 
slow. What a pain. I'm about the same at the weather mark— 
perhaps 12th. The second reach isn't quite so easy. 

The second reach isn't quite so easy. The wind is picking up 
more. Boats are capsizing at the gybe mark so I prepare to tack 
instead. The board is well back from the reach as I pass the gybe 
mark. There‘ve been several capsizes including Mike Beggs and 
Mike Hartley. I shove the helm down , slide into the boat. The 
waves slap the bow back down. Back out, try again. The bow 
won't cross the eye of the wind. I drop the board almost full 
down and try again. Sure enough, the boat tacks around. But the 
capsized boats ahead have righted and sailed on. My tacking has 
cost me boats and distance. Back to about 15th. 

Bow still burying a lot. If you try to steer up to prevent it, the 
wind presses the sail down dangerously. Sit well aft and trust the 
boat to keep on recovering. It does. 

at the leeward mark, I've got a cluster of boats just ahead. I care-
fully round with toe on the mainsheet cleat to tow it more amid-
ships. the maneuver slows me way up but I can point better. I'm 
sailing quite well relative to the boats near me but need clear air. 
Tack to starboard . Boat pounds some on this tack. 

I sail hard trying to beat the clutter of boats that rounded just 
ahead of me. Mike Beggs is in the middle of that crowd. Look-



ing back I see I'm doing well but how well? I sail all the way to 
the port rhumb line as best I can estimate it. My tacks are so 
slow I won't be able to tack fast to leeward of anyone. Want my 
trapeze handles and some midships traveler control. Be happy 
with what I've got. 

As I tack for the line, my traveler slips out a little extra and.I 
can't point very well. Rob Drury tacks clear ahead and I sag into 
his lee. I'm no longer at the pin end rhumb line. I could clear the 
finish though with no further interference. But here comes Mike 
Beggs on starboard. Damn, I won't make it. Got to tack. I sail as 
close as I dare and then perform my clumsy slow tack. Mike and 
two others beat me to the line. I count 14 boats ahead. 12th to 
15th in the last few yards. C'est la guerre. 

Bad news. Paul wells has broken his pintle bolts in the race and 
DNF'd a second race. His disaster sinks him to 13th overall. And 
my sailing, despite disaster is 12th overall! 
  
Paul is thoroughly and justifiably browned off. A race he led was 
abandoned due to shifting marks. Another that he won was 
protested successfully by Peter Newlands, Peter Hepple, and 
David Pitman for race committee errors. What a far cry from his 
first in the Open European Championships. 

I've had problems but survived in better shape. One of my disas-
ters, the 43rd due to the open inspection port was thrown out. 
Paul won that same race. My mast bent the second time the day 
all racing was canceled. My third disaster did result in a DNF 
which I didn't have to count with the throwout. 



EPILOGUE  1977 Europeans and Worlds 

Upon reflection, I've had 4 weeks of expensive but valuable sail-
ing lessons. A new boat is tough to do well with. You inevitably 
have teething problems. Fittings that you planned to buy in the 
foreign venue for cost savings aren't available. The wind shift 
compass that I bought was both different and inferior to the 
Land's End that I'd practiced with. I couldn't read shifts well in 
the entire series. 

The accident to my hands while sailing without gloves could 
have ended my whole effort. Thanks for Doris Lister for helping 
me get back into the next race at Medemblik.  

My boat at home was slow enough that I thought a new boat 
might be faster. A really good mast-boom and sail combination 
is what the old boat really  needs. It is expensive to ship your 
boat from home. It is probably worth it. So is buying a new ex-
cellent sail matched to your mast. 

I learned that there are some mysteries to masts that I don't un-
derstand. Why are new Proctor C's apparently weaker than mine 
at home? Did my fiddling with diamond position(two feet up-
wards) fatally weaken my mast? How can Geof Whitfield, Paul 
Wells, and Tony Smith all sail with Alpha minus sections rigged 
like my C? Their masts stay straight except when capsized. 
Mine failed while tacking. Why?  

Why doesn't Proctor automatically supply the extra strong 
gooseneck I discovered on David Pitman's mast? I bought my 



mast boom and sail direct from him hoping to get the benefit of 
his experience. The sail had never been out of the bag. The bat-
tens were the wrong size. The sail number wasn’t on. The mast 
had different fittings than his. The spreaders and diamonds were 
in drastically different positions. When I duplicated his positions 
with my mast, I went much faster but then it bent. Why. Is he us-
ing a tube? Mysteries. 

The Rondar boat was quite good. It had the special stiffening 
that helps the boat survive the strains caused by modern rigs. It 
was two kilograms underweight and had to have correctors 
added. It was super dry and reasonably stiff. Having been 
burned Rondars now pressure tests hulls. The reinforcing blocks 
are just about where Rondars says they are on a sketch and 
where I needed them. The Holt Allen inspection ports are truly 
water tight(if you screw them in tightly and they don't fall out). 
The non-skid is slippery though. Tony Smith sails his bare foot 
and likes it but most other people slip on it. 

The sailcloth C.B- gaskets gushed on all reaches. Why I don't 
know. I've always had problems with gaskets. Some Rondar 
gaskets are quite good. Why?  

Rain is a big problem at a major regatta particularly if you have 
to do repairs or are camping. It rained in 4 of 6 races in Medem-
blik and drastically interfered with epoxying. I never got the fins 
tuned up to championship form. It always rained when I wanted 
to do some filling. 



 
Cardboard boxes are lousy carriers. If you don't invest in a nice 
tote box, put all your screws, bolts and tools into clear plastic 
baggies. Carry lots of plastic bags. They are flexible and visible.   

Bring your favorite tools. Hand drill, your Nicopress tool, files, 
lots of drill bits including about five 3/16 bits. Devcon 2 ton 
epoxy in the 4 ounce paired syringes are great. Epoxy in cans is 
much harder to use. Remember the rain again. 

A boat cover is a necessity. You will have much more theft if 
people walking through the boat park can see all your lovely 
Harkens.  

I had about 10 pounds of #8 and #10-32 bolts and nuts in many 
sizes. There were lock nuts, 3 inch long bolts, 1 inch bolts. 100 
each of #10 1 inch sheet metal screws and 100 each #10 1 inch 
sheet metal screws.I had to buy some #8 flathead screws for 
mounting cleats blind into the reinforcing blocks. 

All my screws and bolts were installed twice. Once for fit and a 
second time with epoxy to seal the wood and prevent loosening. 
Not a single screw or bolt failed or loosened. 

The top and bottom rudder fittings must be big and strong. I 
used the new Seashure fittings which take four # 10-32 bolts for 
the bottom pintle and two 1/4-20 bolts at the top gudgeon. Paul 
had two #10 bolts on his top pintle when they broke. He'd previ-
ously broken two #10 bolts and two #10 screws on the bottom 



pintle. 10-32 is stronger  
than 10-24. 

Formica epoxied to the centerboard head is in. It snugs the board 
up in the trunk and you may see that you point better. You don't 
buy it from Rondars that way. You go scrounge some around the 
boat park. 




